
“You have sown much, 
and bring in little… and 

he that earns wages, 
earns wages to put it 

into a bag with holes.” 
Hag.1:6 - like the banks, 
and pension funds, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
(moneysavingexpert.com reported in November 2018 -
More than 100,000 people in debt actually attempt 
suicide each year.) 

How do I rise above this rat-race and invest where 
my money will not be gone when the ‘house-of-
cards-economy’ collapses and I have to sell my 
eternal soul to God-knows-what in order to get a job 
and put food on the table. 
How can I still live with Godly principles, still help 
someone and save my dignity when the world 
around me collapses and any idea of love and 
morality is laughed at.  
 

We can keep our 
money in a savings 
account, but it will not 
be decades before the 
banks will close and we 
will be waiting and 
maybe pounding at the 

closed doors of our bank to get our money, that is 
squandered, back. 
Every country keeps printing more and more money 
so money has less and less value. This happened in 
Germany after WW1. People were buying a loaf of 
bread with boxes full of paper money. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I got this bill of one hundred billion German marks 
when I was eight years old. Totally useless not even 
worth the paper that it was printed on. 
 

That is why Hitler was so admired in Germany as he 
promised to make Deutschland great again. If 
history repeats itself, which it constantly does, then 
it will not be too long before we will need another 
strong leader to pull us out of the economic bog into 
which we are sinking… 
 

So Where should I Invest? 
There are a few things that we can do with our 

funds, we can put in it the bank 
but then we stand the chance to 
lose all or a good part of it.  
 

Secondly, the ‘Money Gurus’ 
advise us to invest in a couple of 

gold coins as gold has kept its value throughout the 
ages. This could be a help for self-preservation. 
However, money is tight and many of us have visited 
the food-bank at some time or another. 
 

Thirdly, when all this money business is too daunting 
I can only look to God’s word to give me guidance.  
I want to be careful how to handle money as I know 
that “the love of money is the root of all evil.” 
(1Tim.6:10)  It is okay to have it in my pocket, but I 
should not allow it enter my heart. 

In any business venture or investment we need a 
certain amount of faith, as it is often a gamble.  
 

Yet, if we would have a 100% watertight investment 
that would give us extremely good dividend in a few 
years’ time, then would we want to invest in that?  
 

Please Explain how Long is a few years’ time?  
In the financial meltdown and when world peace is 
only a dream, there will come a genius on the world 
political stage. He will put forth a seven-year peace 
and economic plan. He is the leader of the New 
World Order and is supported by the big financiers. 
He will use his money-power to win the people and 
give us jobs to put food on the table. While we are 

star-struck by him, 
he‘ll set up the 
worst, totalitarian 
tyranny, where in 
time he’ll order 
the RFID implant. 
(Radio Frequency-ID). 

Before accepting the implant with its dire results, be 
informed by first reading these two short booklets:  
“A man of sufficient stature”- Part 1 and Part 2.   
The Bible refers to him as the beast or the antichrist. 
He ends his seven-year-reign with the atomic war, 
followed by Armageddon when Jesus returns to set 
up God’s kingdom on earth - “Thy kingdom come”. 
 

Let’s Switch to the Real You and Me 
The other day I was invited to speak; I have a rubber 
band tied to a long thin rope. I explain that the 
rubber band is the length of our life on earth; for 
some it is short, for others it stretches longer. 
However our life doesn’t end with our rubber-band. 
Yes, our body dies, but our soul, the real me and the 
real you, who lives inside this body, lives on forever 
which is like the thin rope that does not stop.  
It says in Genesis that “God breathed the breath of 
life into our nostrils and man became a living soul.” 
(Gen.2:7) That soul, which is the real us does not die 
with our body. At the moment we can brush this 
aside as religious nonsense. 

Where to invest my money 
in a crumbling economy? 
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https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Suicide-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/The-Golden-Calf-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Seven-Year-Global-Peace-Plan-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/RFID-microchip-READ.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature-Part-2.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/the-Antichrist-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Nuclear-War-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/ARMAGEDDON.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Millennium-read..pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Souls-Heaven-Hell-and-In-Between-READ.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/Pandoras-Box-Pseudosciense.pdf


“He that gives unto 
the poor shall not 
lack”. Proverbs 28:27 

However, when the time comes to pass over from 
our four dimensional parameters into forever land, 
then we will know and probably feel like kicking 
ourselves, wishing that we had taken this to heart. 
 

Now finally about Our Investment: 
How can we invest 
not in this corrupt 
political mess now, 
but in the future 
Kingdom of God that 
is no longer many 
decades away.. 
 
 

This is not a fallacy or myth, 
but we can invest in our 
future life and send funds 
ahead by helping the poor  

presently. Donate a penny and gain a pound. The 
dividends will far outweigh any sacrifice. The Lord is 
not a scrooge. He promised to repay and he will do 
so generously, as he is truth and cannot lie. 
   

“Whoever blocks their 
ears at the cry of the 
poor, they shall also cry 
themselves, but shall not 
be heard.” (Prov.21:13) 

 

If we are miserly and don’t like to help, then the 
Lord cannot pay us back once we get there, as we 
put nothing into our Long-lasting Fixed Deposit 
Account.  Maybe we can see the person that needs  
help as our bank-clerk  
who accepts our funds  
to put into our durable 
Fixed Deposit Account.  
However, this only  
works if we give with a cheerful and happy heart.   
 

“But, We can Barely Make Ends Meet.” 
“I do have to take care of my family and the bills.  

I cannot just start helping the poor; we have hardly 
enough and it seems like 
the times will get worse.”  
 

If we want to be assured of 
not lacking in the trying 

days of the recession then we should give to the 
deprived. We take care of others and the Lord 
promised that he will take care of us. Funds could 
come from unexpected sources. If we put the Lord 
to the test, he might surprise us, because if we help 
the poor the knife cuts both ways: 

1. My family and I will not lack; 
2. We lend to the Lord, who will pay us back 

on the other side.  
 

“If any does not provide for his own, and especially 
for those of his own house, he has denied the faith, 
and is worse than an infidel.” (1Tim.5:8) - If God tells 
us to take care of our children, then we can turn 
around and tell God to take care of us, his children. 
That is, if we become and behave like his children. 
 

How to Get the Maximum Dividend 
Pharaohs have stored up 
wealth in their tombs to 
bring these along to the 
next life. This obviously 
did not work for them as 
it is still here. 
 

The best way to send it ahead is to help while we 
are still alive, that is when we get the maximum 
dividend. We can leave it in our will to some charity 
which is wonderful, but that is not really giving from 
the heart; that is because we can’t keep it anyway.  
 

What is Tithe?   
Members of a church often 
tithe, meaning they set 
aside 10% of their income to 
give to the church.  
I can understand that we 
don’t want to give it to a 
church or a TV evangelist. 

Nevertheless, there are quite a few homeless and 
needy around. We could give to them and happily.  
 

“But I have nothing to give.” Rubbish, we can give a 
smile and a kind word. I bet that we’ve got enough 
money in our pocket to buy that person a coffee and 
we should ask him or her if they like it with milk 
and/or sugar. Experience the happiness it brings. 
 
 

 
 

 

  Please download and study  
  “A man of sufficient Stature” 

  Part 1 & Part 2 - Two short  
  booklets to not be deceived,  
  but to come out a Winner! 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Prayer: “Lord, you said ‘a new commandment I 
give unto you that you love one another.’ 
(Jn. 13:34) You also said, ‘Give to him that 
asks of you.’ (Mat.5:42)  - Do help us, dear 
Jesus, as we fall short in the generosity 

department and please change us not to be in such 
a hurry, assuming we’re too busy to show a little 
love and kindness to those who need it the most.” 
 

 

 

  About the last 7 years study  
  “A man of sufficient Stature” 

  Part 1 & Part 2 - Two short  
  booklets to not be deceived,  
  but to come out a Winner! 
 

  At https://johanpeters.in  
 You find 60 plus similar pamphlets on many subjects.  

 27 Audio/video Prophecy Bites. How to find Salvation 

 Choose eight books. A study Bible for PC or laptop 
 

      
 

 

“Let every man give from 
his heart, not because he 

has to, as God loves a 
cheerful giver.” 2Cor.9:7 

“He who pities the 
poor, lends to the 

Lord; and that 
which he has given 

he will pay him 
again.” Prov.19:17 

 

Contact: info@johanpeters.in  
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 Warm Blankets for Rough Sleepers 

The 
Angels  
Came  
Down 
On a cold 
Winter night 

All downloads FREE - No Info Requests - No COOKIES! 

https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/No-cold-callers-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature-Part-2.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/No-cold-callers-read.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature-Part-2.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/
https://johanpeters.in/prophecy-bites/
https://johanpeters.in/comparative-religion/
https://johanpeters.in/choose-from-8-books-all-free/
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/bibjam80.zip
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature-Part-2.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature.pdf
https://johanpeters.in/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/A-Man-of-Sufficient-Stature-Part-2.pdf

